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Reminder

https://clouddocs.web.cern.ch/gpu/README.html

GPU availability on virtual machines, batch, kubernetes clusters, ...

Working on integrating them with all relevant higher level services

Request for GPUs: GPU Platform Consultancy Functional Element

https://cern.service-now.com/service-portal?id=functional_element&name=gpu-platform

#GPU channel on IT-dep mattermost

https://clouddocs.web.cern.ch/gpu/README.html
https://cern.service-now.com/service-portal?id=functional_element&name=gpu-platform




What’s New

Action items from the last update in this forum (Oct 2020)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/950196/

Availability of Virtual GPUs (vGPUs): done

GPUs on Gitlab CI: done (not yet as shared runners)

And a bonus with TPU and ARM availability, more later

GPUs on lxplus: ongoing

https://indico.cern.ch/event/950196/


Virtual GPUs

https://clouddocs.web.cern.ch/gpu/README.html#virtual-gpus

Offers a fraction of a GPU (time sharing), no physical partitioning as with A100s 

Alternative to PCI passthrough where a full GPU is assigned

Use Cases

Spiky workloads with no strong performance requirements

Development, testing, validation

Notebooks, workshops, tutorials, trainings, ...

https://clouddocs.web.cern.ch/gpu/README.html#virtual-gpus


Virtual GPUs

https://clouddocs.web.cern.ch/gpu/README.html#virtual-gpus

Currently backed by Nvidia T4s (ratio of 4 vGPUs per physical GPU)

Requires a license setup on the node, we provide recipes

See instructions above for virtual machines

Finishing automation for Kubernetes clusters

https://clouddocs.web.cern.ch/gpu/README.html#virtual-gpus


GitLab CI / Public Cloud Runners

https://gitlab.cern.ch/rbritoda/gitlab-runner-public

Experimental setup with runners using public cloud resources

Relying on resources from the Cloudbank EU (Broker Pilot) project

Using both GCP and AWS

Resources available until June 2021, follow up being worked on

Requires explicitly enabling runners in the project

See docs in the link above

https://gitlab.cern.ch/rbritoda/gitlab-runner-public


GitLab CI / Public Cloud Runners

https://gitlab.cern.ch/rbritoda/gitlab-runner-public

Cluster(s) auto scaling on demand, cost effective

Slight delay (<2min) for job start when a fresh node is required

Large numbers and types of resources available

GPUs: Nvidia A100, V100, P100, K80, P4, T4, M60

TPUs: v2-8, v3-8, can add larger instances if needed

ARM: AWS Graviton2 (m6g instances)

Familiar job environment, including CVMFS (immediate request by ATLAS)

https://gitlab.cern.ch/rbritoda/gitlab-runner-public






GitLab CI / Public Cloud Runners









GitLab CI / Public Cloud Runners

GPUs

    Jobs get a dedicated GPU node

    Useful also to compare performance between cards

TPUs

    Currently up to 8 cores TPUs available, can easily add bigger ones

    Useful to validate TensorFlow or JAX based code, performance

ARM

    Relying on m6g.large instances (2 vCPUs), request for 64 vCPUs and baremetal (soon)

    Job images must be ARM64 compatible, dockerhub and registry.cern.ch have multi-arch support

    Useful to build packages and images, benchmarking and performance validation



hub.docker.com



registry.cern.ch



Questions?


